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PrefaceThis report is essential U�e Engbergs thesis for the MSc de-gree from Department of Computer Science, Aarhus University|except that all proofs of theorems have been left out. Shouldanyone have interest in particular proofs, they may be obtainedby contacting one of the authors.



1 IntroductionIn the original version of CCS, as presented in [Mil1], structured dynami-cally evolving con�gurations such as the pushdown store can be obtained bymeans of recursion and the chaining combinator. It is less clear thar thesame can be obtained for unstructured dynamically evolving con�gurationslike the example studied in [Mil1, chapter 9], which was the natural one ofallowing unboundedly many concurrent activations of a single procedure in aconcurrent programming language. There it was pointed out that a solutionwould be to allow the passage of communication links as values between oneagent and another, but that CCS probably was defective in this respect. Itwas also noted that it's usefulness was not limited to language translations.In [Dog] it is mentioned that in general, the exchange of ports (communica-tion links) between agents, would be a natural way to model the exchangeof communication capabilities.In later versions of CCS (see [Mil2] and [Mil3]) a more basic calculus,which allow in�nite summation but not direct value communication, wereintroduced. It was shown how the original version - a richer calculus - couldbe encoded. Value communication and manipulation was encoded essentiallyby indexing the labels and the agent identi�ers. Labels or communicationlinks could also be encoded (as special cases of values). A similar approachhas been made by [AsZ] which conceptually only di�ers a little from Mil-ners approach. A very di�erent called LNET is presented in [KeS]. LNETmight be described as a hybrid of actor languages and CCS. In spite of thiswe have made a di�erent approach for several reasons. Although the laterbasic calculus in a sense allows the passage of communication links as valuesbetween one agent and another Milner himself notices in [Mil3]: \It is quitecertain that the slender syntax of our basic calculus and even the derivednotations which we have considered, are not su�cient always to present suchapplications [with passage of communication links] in a lucid way". Most ofthe problems are left for the \programmer".Our approach will be more in keeping with the original version of CCS andat the same time widen the connection to the lambda-calculus and reduce thenumber of primitive operators (no relabelling) without loss of expressiveness.In [Mil1] Milner ask the question whether CCS's primitive constructs arethe smallest possible set and says that they need a re-examination. Sincewe have not got the relabelling operator we thereby to some extend dealwith this question. It is our belief that the parts of our approach whichconcerns this could be done for the basic calculus too. We will now discusswhat requirements the new calculus allowing passage of communication linksshould meet. It will be referred to as ECCS (Extended CCS).1



In what follows there is a slight syntactical di�erence to CCS. �?x:| iswritten for �x:|, where x is bound by ? and it's scope is | meaning that avalue can be received at �. Similar we write �!v:B for sending a value.To get a �rst idea of what we mean by allowing passage of communicationlinks (labels) consider the example:B0 jB1 = �!8:�?x:�!x:nil j �?y:�!y:nilwhich is a CCS program. It can according to CCS develop like:B0 jB1#��?x:�!x:nil j �!8:nil#��!8:nil j nilIf we replace 8 by � it is no longer a CCS program, but we wish suchcommunications of labels to be possible in ECCS. If x and y are replaced byx and y - variables qualifying over labels - we expect the program to be ableto develop in the same way:�!�:�?x:�!x:nil j �?y :�!y:nil#��?x:�!x:nil j �!�:nil#��!�:nil j nilCommunication of labels would be of no use if it was not possible to usea received label for later communication, so the following modi�cation of theexample: B0 jB1 = �!�:�?x:�!x:nil j �?y :y !5:nilshould be possible such that a development could be:B0 jB1#��?x:�!x:nil j �!5:nil#��!5:nil j nil 2



Up till now there has probably not been any problems to understandthese basic requirements. This is due to the simplicity of the examples. In[Dog] the following more complicated example is studied:(B0 jB1) n � jB2 = (�?y :y !:nil j �!�:�?:nil) n � j �!�:�?:nilThe agent B0 can receive a label at � and the label is bound to thevariable y . If the received label � comes from the agent B1 it agrees withour intuition if the system upon the communication results in:(�!:nil j �?:nil) n � j �!�:�?:nil:But what should the result look like if the label received originates fromthe outside agent B2? Should it be possible to pass � from B2 to B0? If thesystem instead looked like:(B0 jB3) n � jB2 = (�?y :y !:nil j �!�:�?:nil) n � j �!�:�?:nil; � 6= �it would seem natural if the result was: (�!:nil jB3)n� j�?:nil. The labelsvisible for agent B2 are the same in both cases. From the viewpoint of B2there seems no reason why (B0 j B1) n � and (B0 j B3) n � should behavedi�erently. It will therefore be a central requirement to ECCS, that the nameof a label restricted shall be of no importance to the behaviour in the sameway as change of bound variable in �?x:| does not inuence the behaviourin CCS. This also seems natural if one takes up the the attitude that oneis communicating via links and that the communications via a certain linkshould be the same no matter what name is chosen for that link. In termsof experiments on machines as sketched in [Mil1]: the buttons are the sameno matter what name is printed on them.The same question rises in a di�erent situation and the problems seemsclosely connected. Let �?y :B = �?y :(�!5:nil j �?x:y !x:nil) n �. What shouldthe result look like after a label is received at � and substituted for y in B?The situation is very similar to the one above, except for dependence of thenames of the restricted labels is displaced to the substitution. We thereforedemand the same independence of actual names used for restriction whensubstituting a label.We will now study one further requirement to ECCS through an examplementioned in [Mil3]. Consider the agent A managing some resources: Ri(1 � i � n) which signals to A via � when they are available. Other agentsmakes requests for resources to A via . Let Q be such an agent potentiallyrequesting. The situation can be pictured as:3



"!# Ar� r 

� "!# Qr"!# R1r�JJ] r �1 "!# R2r�JJ] r �2 "!# Rnr�JJ] r �nwhere the resource Ri is accessed through �i. A common solution is to writethe system as(Q jA jR1 j : : : jRn) nA, where A = f�i; 1 � i � ngand to let A somewhere contain a subexpression like !i:B meaning thatA communicate the index of an available resource via ; and let Q containa subexpression like ?x:(: : : �x! : : : �x? : : :) where ?k means receiving theindex and using it for communication with resource Rx via �x. The problemof such solutions passing indexes as a kind of identi�cation is that all potentialresources must be known at the time when the administrator A and thesystem is written in order not to mix up indexes. Furthermore the family ofindexed labels f�ig must be known in advance. To illustrate this we considera very simple system with a requesting agent and two resources.Q = ?x:�x!8:�x?y:�!y:nilR1 = �xXh�!1:�1?x:�1!2 � x:XiR2 = �xXh�!2:�2?x:�2!x+ x:XiWe leave out the details of A. A would in this example be f�1; �2g.If one wants to add a new resource R3 to the system one must inspectthe system to see that communications between requesting agents is donevia labels of type �x and that �1, �2 already is used. It is not enough toknow the way they communicate (the communication protocol they use) andthat requests for resources are done to A via  and resources availability isreported via �. Furthermore A must be extended with f�3g if '3' is used toidentify R3.This show a certain lack of modularity which we want to avoid. Thereforeit shall be possible to write the di�erent agents independently of each otheronly knowing the interface to A, i.e. Ri knows � of A and Q knows  of A.4



As a consequence it must be possible for Ri to have a label which in a certainsense is unique in all contexts and which later can be used as communicationlink between Ri and Q. In addition the label shall remain unique or privateto Ri and Q after it is communicated through A via � and , (except ofcourse if it is communicated further from either Q or Ri).Last but not least we impose the restriction to keep as close as possible toMilners CCS - e.g. preserving as many as possible of the algebraic propertiesof CCS. This requirement is actually quite independent of the extension weare after. With all the thoughts behind and the elegancy of CCS this mustbe a sound principle to apply to any attempt at extending CCS. We will nowgive an idea of how ECCS can be made in order to meet these requirements.Milner has already drawn attention to the connection between the binder\?" in �?x.| of CCS and the binder \�" in the lambda-calculus ([Mil1,p.49]). He has also introduced a textual substitution post�x which has similarcharacteristics as the substitution pre�x of the lambda-calculus (see [Mil1,p.67]) namely: when applied change of bound variables is done as necessary toavoid clashes. It is clear that the substitution post�x formally can be handledalong the lines of the substitution pre�x of the lambda-calculus as long aswe only are concerning the binding construct �?x:|. But it is less clearthat the binding construct �x ~X introduced for recursion in [Mil2, Mil3] canbe handled formally within the same framework, especially when ~X = hXi;i 2 Ii an I-indexed family of distinct variables where I is a uncountable set.One of our aims will therefore be to lift the results for the extension where�x appears as binder too (only for �nite ~X).In order to meet the requirement of independence of actual names used forrestriction we will furthermore widen the idea of bound and free occurrencesto include labels as well, with \n" as the binding symbol for labels. In thelambda-calculus a central notion is �-convertibility between functions withrespect to bound variables. The idea is that functions which are equal \upto bound variables" denotes the same function when applied to the samearguments. With our requirement that behaviour expressions which are equal\up to bound labels" should behave equal, it seems natural to extend thenotion of �-convertibility to include labels bound by \n".The close relationship between substitution of variables and �-convertibility(in the following just convertibility) will therefore also be generalized to sub-stitution of labels. At the same time we thereby obtain the possibility tochange unbound labels of a behaviour expression (i.e. the sort) and cantherefore omit the post�xed relabelling operator. For the third requirement(possibility to have a unique or private label, to communicate it and remainunique) notice that the label � in some sense is unique to B in B n � since� can be used for internal communication and cannot interfere with other5



�'s appearing in any contexts B n � could be in. So in order to communi-cate � it must be possible to extend �'s scope to include the recipient. Thisand the remaining uniqueness is obtained through a (minor) extension of theinference rules.To put the comments above di�erently, we want to extend CCS to al-low passing of individual channels, viewing restriction as a formal binder,and to allow dynamic change of scope of such binders in connection withcommunication.In order to get an idea of the possibilities of ECCS we turn back tothe example of an administrator A and some agents Qi requesting for someresourcesRj via the administrator. We will make the simplifying assumptionthat it does not matter what resource a requesting agent gets, though theresources may be implemented di�erently as long as they obey the samecommunication protocol. If the administrator use the \�rst come �rst served"policy it can be implemented as a FIFO-queue where a requesting agententers the queue at the rear and leaves it at the front when a resource isavailable:A = (?:newreq:T(newreq; �) j �!:nil) n �;whereT = �xXholdreq; xih(?newreq:X(newreq; �) jx?:�?freeres:oldreq!freeres:�!:nil) n �iEach slanted name denotes a label variable. (�;  6= �).The administrator can be viewed as consisting of a series of elementseach containing a waiting agent (oldreq). At the rear new request are re-ceived (?newreq) and a new element created. The front element receivesthe name of a available resource (�?freeres) and passes it on to the waitingagent (oldreq!freeres). After doing this it signals to the next (�!) that itnow is the new front element. Notice the elements at the front and rear canserve the agents and resources concurrently. We now turn to the parts of theresources and requesting agents which concerns the communication betweenthem and the administrator. A resource could look something like:Rj = �xX ~ph(�!�:�?x: : : : �!e:X(: : :)) n �i; � 6= �and a requesting agent:Qi = : : : (!�:�?x:x!e0: : : : x?y: : : :) n � : : : ; � 6= The underlined actions corresponds to the communication protocol be-tween requesting agents and resources for this special example. The other6



shown actions concerns the communication with the administrator. The la-bel � in the resource is restricted and therefore unique or private for Rj.Upon sending it to the administrator it's scope is extended to include theadministrator (in accordance with Com!(3) and Res!(2) in section 4). Anew name is possibly chosen in order not to interfere with other labels withinthe new scope such that it remains private to the resource. Afterwards it ispassed on to the requesting agent at the front of the queue and the scopeinclude the agent in the same manner as before. The same happens whenthe requesting agent sends it's private label | which acts like a identi�cation| to the administrator. Notice that a resource after it has served an agentrestores itself such that it sends a new private label when reporting that itis available.To clarify the idea let us consider a possible development of a very simplescenery with two agents and one resource:Q1 = (!�:�?x:x!8:x?y:�!y:nil) n �Q2 = (!�:�?x:x!5:x?y:"!y:nil) n �R = �xXh(�!�:�?x:�!2 � x:X) n �iThe system could be set up as:(Q1 jQ2 jA jR) n  n �If the derivations and equivalences in the following possible developmentis not clear to the reader we refer to section 4 and 5.
7



(Q1 jQ2 jA jR) n  n �????y�(( Q01z }| {� 0?x :x!8:x?y:�!y:nil jQ2 j (T(� 0; �0) j �0!:nil) n �0) n � 0 jR) n  n �#�((Q01 jQ2 j ((?newreq:T(newreq; �00) j�?freeres:� 0!freeres:�00!:nil) n �00 j nil) n �0) n � 0 jR) n  n ��((Q01 jQ2 j (?newreq:T(newreq; �00) j�?freeres:� 0!freeres:�00!:nil) n �00) n � 0 jR) n  n �????y�((Q01 j ( Q02z }| {� 00?x :x!5:x?y:"!y:nil j(T(� 00; �00) j �?freeres:� 0!freeres:�00!:nil) n �00) n � 00) n � 0 jR) n  n �#�((Q01 j (Q02 j (T(� 00; �00) j�0!�0:�00!:nil) n �00) n � 00) n � 0 j �0?x:�0!2 � x:R) n �0 n  n �#�((�0!8:�0?y:�!y:nil j (Q02 j (T(� 00; �00) j �00!:nil) n �00) n � 00) n � 0 j�0?x:�0!2 � x:R) n �0 n  n ��(�0!8:�0?y:�!y:nil j (Q02 j (T(� 00; �00) j �00!:nil) n �00) n � 00 j�0?x:�0!2 � x:R) n �0 n  n �#�(�0?y:�!y:nil j (Q02 j (T(� 00; �00) j �00!:nil) n �00) n � 00 j �!16:R) n �0 n  n �#�(�!16:nil j (Q02 j (T(� 00; �00) j �00!:nil) n �00) n � 00 jR) n �0 n  n ��(�!16:nil j (Q02 j (T(� 00; �00) j �00!:nil) n �00) n � 00 jR) n  n �...(�!16:nil j "!10:nil jA jR) n  n �It should be stressed that following the guidelines indicated above oneobtain the required modularity mentioned earlier. The administrator can beconstructed without knowing anything about the resources and the request-ing agents except that the agents makes requests via  and resources reportstheir availability at �. Similar for new resources and requesting agents onewhish to add to the system. They can be added at any time without anyinspection of the components already in the system. For instance we couldadd a new resource: 8



N = �xXh(�!":"?x:�!x+ x:X) n "idirectly and the system would look like:(Q1 jQ2 jA jR jN) n  n �No confusion of identi�cations etc. can arise. This way of adding newcomponents to the system seems lucid compared to the \index-approach"where one have to inspect the system in detail.We will now present ECCS in detail.2 SyntaxThe intension of this section is to give a detailed presentation of the syntaxof ECCS and to state conventions and notation. For most purposes it willdo to look at the syntax table and the section should be used for referencewhen doubt arise.In the original CCS details of types of variables and value expressions areavoided in favour to a more clear presentation. When allowing label passingwe cannot avoid all such considerations. Basicly we distinguish three typesof values:� recursion de�nitions� labels� and other values.The last two can be communicated. Of course the set of variables of acertain type is disjoint to the corresponding set of values. Similar we assumesets of di�erent types to be disjoint. We display explicit four such disjointsets: Value variables: �x; �x0; : : : ; �y; �y0; : : :Label variables: x ; x0; : : : ; y ; y 0; : : :Recursion variables: X;X0; : : : ; Y; Y0; : : :Labels (or names): �;�0; : : : ; �; �0; : : : (the set denoted �)which we assume are ordered and never exhausted. We also have thesymbol � which does not belong to any sets, especially � 62 �. If nothingelse mentioned the following symbols will denote:9



a: label or label variable,b; c: variable or label (bindable elements)e: label, label variable or a value expression built from constantand function symbols as usual (e.g. used as actual parame-ters to recursion de�nitions),f : value expression alone,p; x; x0; : : : ; y; y0; : : :: label variables or value variables (e.g. used forformal parameters to recursion de�nitions),v: label or value,M;N : label, label variable,value expression, recursion variable or aindexed recursion de�nition (see later),B;B0; : : : ; B 0; B 00; : : :E;E0; : : :: behaviour expressions.(Obviously we don't expect the reader to memorise these notations, butthey do ease the presentation of our material, and the reader may inspectthis list in case of doubt.)We are actually considering labels as values too (v denote also a label)but do only make an explicit distinction between di�erent types of values:labels and \other" values.From the ordering of the di�erent sets lists are formed:Listb is de�ned to be the list obtained by ordering the set to whichb belongs.So if the labels are ordered as indicated above then e.g.List = �;�0; : : : ; �; �0; : : :Lists are used in the de�nition of the substitution pre�x in the next sectionin order to make it unambiguous.Vectors are used quite often and will be abbreviated. For instance thevector hX1; : : : ;Xni will be abbreviated ~X. If the dimension of the vectoris of interest it will be indicated by placing it below to the right, i.e. in theexample ~Xn indicates that ~X has dimension n.In most cases when dealing with vectors of variables they shall meet therequirement thatall variables in a vector of variables are mutual di�erent.10



Therefore we will assume this requirement to be ful�lled except whensomething else mentioned.If a function is de�ned on the elements of a set resulting in a subsetof another set it is extended in the natural way to include vectors of theseelements too. For instance if FV is the function giving the free variables ofa behaviour expression thenFV( ~E) = [i2f1;:::;ngFV(Ei) and FV( ~E0) = FV(hi) = ;We will de�ne four such functions described intuitively byFree variables and labels:FV(B) the free variables occuring in B, e.g. y 2 FV(�?x:�!x +y: : : :).L(B) the free labels in B, e.g. � 2 L(�?x:�!x+ y: : : :). I.e. L(B)is the sort of B.F(B) := FV(B) [ L(B).Bound variables and labels:B(B) is the bound labels and variables, e.g. x; � 2 B((�?x:�!x+y: : : :) n �).The function FV applied to a vector of variables will be abbreviated byplacing curly brackets around it, e.g. FV( ~X) is written f ~Xg. Similar forexpressions: FV(~e) = f~eg.Two vectors are said to be comparable if they have the same dimensionand corresponding elements are of the same type, i.e.:~Mk comparable to ~Nn i� k = n and for each i (1 � i � k) Mi is of sametype as Ni.We say that two vectors are equal if they are comparable and the corre-sponding elements are equal:~M = ~N i� Mi = Ni for all iIf two vectors ~M and ~N have no free occuring elements in common wewrite ~M ] ~N : ~M ] ~N i� F( ~M) \ F( ~N) = ;.11



Form B00 FV(B00) L(B00) B(B00)Inaction nil ; ; ;Action �?y:B FV(B) � fyg L(B) [ f�g B(B) [ fygx?y:B (FV(B) � fyg) [ fxg L(B) B(B) [ fyg�!e:B FV(B) [ feg L(B) [ L(e) B(B) [B(e)x !e:B FV(B) [ feg [ fxg L(B) [ L(e) B(B) [B(e)� :B FV(B) L(B) B(B)Summation B+B0 FV(B) [ FV(B0) L(B) [ L(B0) B(B) [B(B0)Composition BjB0 FV(B) [ FV(B0) L(B) [ L(B0) B(B) [B(B0)Restriction Bn� FV(B) L(B) � f�g B(B) [ f�gRecursion �xi ~X ~p ~E(~e) (FV( ~E) � f ~X; ~pg) [ f~eg L( ~E) [ L(~e) B( ~E) [ f ~X; ~pg [ B(~e)X(~e) fXg [ f~eg L(~e) B(~e)Conditional if f thenBelseB0 ffg [ FV(B) [ FV(B0) L(B) [ L(B0) B(f) [ B(B) [ B(B0)Table 1: Syntax table for behaviour expressions.E.g. for vectors of variables: ~x ] ~x0 i� f~xg \ f~x0g = ;.Let A be a set. Then we write~M 62 A i� F( ~M) \A = ;In what comes it will be useful with some terminology about recursion.A recursion de�nition is �x ~X ~p ~E. A recursion de�nition can be indexed as�xi ~X ~p ~E. ~p is called the formal parameters and in �xi ~X ~p ~E(~e) or X(~e), ~eis called the actual parameters. Intuitively �x ~X ~p ~E(~v) is the solution to theequations: ~X = ~E0, where ~E 0 is the result of substituting ~v for ~p in ~E.A recursion variable Xi is comparable to �xi ~X ~p ~E | an indexed recursionde�nition.The �xed elements of the syntax is underlined. We adopt the usualconstructor precedence of CCS, i.e.Restriction > Action > Composition > Summation > ConditionalIf ~e contains no elements we write X instead of X(hi) and similar if ~p isa empty vector we write �xi ~X ~E in stead of �xi ~Xhi ~E(). Also if ~X = ~X1 wewrite �xX ~pE(~e) in stead of �x1hXi~phEi(~e).Notes to the syntax tablei) The x in front of !? is a label variable which is supposed to be bound toa label. 12



ii) Notice that labels and label variables also are allowed as actual param-eters to a recursion expression.iii) In a conditional expression no label or label variable may be containedin f to form a boolean expression.Constraints on recursion expressionsIn recursion de�nitions as �x ~X ~p ~E, ~X and ~E shall be comparable. If ~X hasdimension n then �x ~X ~p ~E may only be indexed by i 2 f1; : : : ; ng (exceptas mentioned when n = 1). When a indexed recursion de�nition appears onthe form �xi ~X ~p ~E(~e) then ~p and ~e must be comparable. A recursion variableX can occur free in several places in a behaviour expression. Let X(~e) andX(~e0) be two such occurrences. Then ~e and ~e' must be comparable. E.g. thefollowing example would make no sense:�?y:X(y) + �?y:?z:X(y; z)We will state a further constraint on recursion expressions namely thatthey are guardedly well-de�ned. Though it can be checked at a syntacticallevel we will postpone it to the section of derivations because it is motivatedthrough it's consequences for the derivations of a behaviour expression.As perhaps indicated by the syntax table above behaviour expressionsmay only be �nite, i.e. a behaviour expression shall consist of �nitely manysubterms. The constraint of guardedly well-de�nedness has as one of it'sconsequences that all behaviour expressions derived by �nitely many actionsfrom a certain behaviour expression also will be �nite.3 Substitution, ConversionOn the following pages we are going to de�ne single substitution, i.e. aexpression substituted for one element, e.g. [M=b]. The de�nition will makeuse of multiple substitution (or multiple replacement). Multiple substitutioncan be de�ned in terms of single substitution:De�nition 1 Let ~M and ~b be comparable and assume that either ~b 62 F( ~M)or ~b = ~M .Then the multiple substitution of ~M for ~b in B: [ ~M=~b]B is de�ned re-cursively as follows ( ~M = hM1; : : : ;Mni;~b = hb1; : : : ; bni):[ ~M=~b]B = [M1=b1]B if n = 1[ ~M=~b]B = [Mn=bn][ ~Mn�1=~bn�1]B if n > 1 213



As an example let ~M = �x ~X ~E = h�x1 ~X ~E, �x2 ~X ~Ei, ~b = hX1;X2i.Then [�x ~X ~E= ~X ]B is really just a shorthand for [�x2 ~X ~E=X2][�x1 ~X ~E=X1]B.When we write [ ~M=~b] in the following we will assume the conditions of de�ni-tion 1 to be satis�ed. It should be clear that there cannot be any interferencebetween free variables of ~b and ~M , see also [BAR, p.30]. Notice that our de�-nition is not a general de�nition of multiple substitution. We have not foundit necessary to use a general de�nition for our purpose and it would onlycomplicate the proofs. A general de�nition can be found in [CFC, p.103].The substitution pre�x can be extended to vectors by the following de�-nition:De�nition 2 [M=b] ~Nn is de�ned to be the vector h[M=b]N1; : : : ; [M=b]Nni.2We are now ready to give the formal de�nition of single substitution pre�x:De�nition 3 (generalized substitution pre�x) Let M and b be compa-rable elements as described on page 11(k = 1). Then [M=b]B is B� de�nedas follows:Case 1) B a label, variable or constant.(a) If B = b then B� = M (b) If B 6= b then B� = BCase 2) B an ordinary construction.(a) If B = nil then B� = B (b) If B = a!e:C then B� = a�!:e�:C�(c) If B = �:C then B� = �:B� (d) If B = C +D then B� = C�+D�(e) If B = C jD then B� = C�jD�(f) If B = X(~e) then B� = X�(~e�)(g) If B = if f then C else D, then B� = if f� then C� else D�Case 3) B a binding construct.I: B = a?x:C(a) If b = x then B� = a�?x:C(b) If b 6= x then b� = a�?[M=b][y=x]C, where y is the variablede�ned as:i) If b 62 F(C) or x 62 FV(M) then y = xii) If b 2 F(C) and x 2 FV(M) then y 6= b is the �rstvariable in Listx such that y 62 FV(C) [ FV(M)II: B = C n �(a) If b = � then B� = B(b) If b 6= � then B� = [M=b][�=�]C n �, where � is the labelde�ned as: 14



i) If b 62 F(C) or � 62 L(M) then � = �ii) If b 2 F(C) and � 2 L(M) then � 6= b is the �rst label inList� such that � 62 L(C) [ L(M)III: B = �xi ~X ~p ~E(~e)(a) If b 2 f ~X; ~pg then B� = �xi ~X ~p ~E(~e�)(b) If b 62 f ~X; ~pg then B� = �xi ~X 0~p0[M=b][ ~X 0~p0= ~X ~p] ~E(~e�), where~X 0 and ~p0 are de�ned as:i) If b 62 F( ~E) or ~X, ~p 62 FV(M) then ~X 0, ~p0 = ~X , ~pii) If b 2 F( ~E) and f ~X; ~pg \ FV(M) 6= ; then ~X 0, ~p0 arechosenb 62 f ~X 0; ~p0g; ~X 0; ~p0 ] ~X; ~p andif ~X = ~Xn then for 1 � k � n : X 0k is the �rst variable inListXk such that ~X 0k 62 FV( ~E) [ FV(M) [ f ~X 0k�1g, andif ~p = ~pn then for 1 � k � n : p0k is the �rst variable inListpk such that ~p0k 62 FV( ~E) [ FV(M) [ f~p0k�1gThe de�nition is extended to include substitutions in indexed recursionde�nitions by means of case 3.III: If [M=b] �xi ~X ~p ~E(~e) = �xi ~X 0~p0 ~E0(~e) then[M=b] �xi ~X ~p ~E = �xi ~X 0~p0 ~E 0. 2There are several notes to make about this de�nition:i) To avoid to much use of parentheses we assume the substitution pre�xto take precedence over the constructors of CCS. So [M=b]B n� means([M=b]B) n �.ii) A lack in the de�nition is seen in case 2.b,f,g and case 3 where thesubstitution pre�x is used on expressions: e; f . If e is a variable, alabel or another constant the situation is handled by case 1. But forother value expressions there is no explicit de�nition. We will assume allsuch expressions are written in the notation of the lambda-calculus anddo extend the de�nition (implicit) with the de�nition from there. Thesame will be with the convertibility relation we are going to de�ne. Thetheory for conversion from the lambda-calculus can therefore be liftedto these subparts of a behaviour expression and will not be consideredfurther in the proofs to come.iii) The de�nition uses in case 3.I-III.b implicitly the notion of indepen-dence of actual names of labels and variables. This notion of indepen-dence is captured in the conversion concept which is presented formallyhereafter. 15



iv) The use of choosing the �rst label or variable in a list ful�lling a certaincondition in case 3.I-III.b.ii makes the substitution unambiguous.v) Although the symbol B normal wise is used for behaviour expressionsalone it is here used for atomic elements too as seen in case 1. This isdone to simplify the de�nition. So the substitution pre�x is de�ned notonly for behaviour expressions but also for atomic elements as labels,values and variables. E.g. [�=�]5 = 5.The notion of a expression context will be used in de�ning which be-haviour expressions there are convertible. Intuitively a expression contextis a behaviour expression with some holes in it where another behaviourexpression can be placed. Formally:De�nition 4 An expression context (just context for short) | written C[]| is de�ned as follows:i) [ ] is a context. B | a behaviour expression | is a contextIf C[ ] is a context then so are a?x:C[ ], a!e:C[ ], �:C[ ] and C[ ] n �If C[ ] and C 0[ ] are contexts then the following is a context C[ ] + C 0[ ],C[ ] j C 0[ ], and if f then C[ ] else C 0[ ]If Ci[ ](1 � i � n) is a context then so is �xi ~X ~phC1[ ]; : : : ; Cn[ ]i(~e).ii) If C[ ] is a context and B a behaviour expression then C[B] denotes theresult of replacing all [ ] in C[ ] (if any) by B. 2Note to ii): If C[ ] contains no [ ]'s then C[B] = C[ ]. In general free labelsor variables of B may become bound. For instance if B = �!5:nil and C[ ] =(�?x:nil j [ ]) n � then C[B] = (�?x:nil jB = �!5:nil) n � and � of B is bound.We are now able to introduce the convertibility relation among behaviourexpressions. The name of the di�erent rules are chosen from [CFC] and [BAR]in which they are used in the lambda-calculus for similar rules.De�nition 5 (of cnv, convertible) cnv is a substitutive equivalence rela-tion: 16



(%) B cnv B (reexive)(�) B cnv CC cnv B (symmetric)(� ) B cnv C;C cnv DB cnv D (transitive)(subs) B cnv D; C[ ] a contextC[B] cnv C[D]conversion rule:(�1) a?x:B cnv a?y:[y=x]B, provided y 6= x and y 62 FV(B)(�2) B n � cnv [�=�]B n �, provided � 6= � and � 62 L(B)(�3) �xi ~X ~p ~E(~e) cnv �xi ~X 0~p0[ ~X 0~p0= ~X ~p] ~E(~e);provided ~X 0; ~p0 ] ~X; ~p and ~X 0; ~p0 62 FV( ~E)cnv is extended to include recursion de�nitions:�x ~X ~p ~E cnv �x ~X 0~p0 ~E 0 i� �xi ~X ~p ~E(~e) cnv �xi ~X 0~p0 ~E0(~e) for all (possible) iand ~e. 2(�1){(�3) says that change of bound variable may be done as long as noconfusion results. (�2) corresponds directly to �-conversion of the lambda-calculus and (�1) too except that there is added an element outside thescope of the binder. For theorems of conversion generalized from the lambda-calculus they will therefore be part of proofs in much the same way. Hencethe parts of the proofs considering these cases will not always be shown inall detail.For recursion de�nitions on the form �xi ~X ~E where ~X is of �nite dimen-sion (as by us) Hennesey has argued that it is enough to consider de�nitionswhere ~X has dimension one, i.e. ~X = hXi = X, since a de�nition can beexpanded by replacing Xj by �xhXjiE 0j where the same is done for E 0j untilall recursion variables are bound by a recursion binder with one variable.This would reduce the proofs for the case (�3) to one similar to (�1). But weare dealing with recursion de�nitions possibly with parameters so we cannotavoid the problem.We will say that two comparable vectors of behaviour expressions areconvertible: ~E cnv ~E0 i� Ei cnv E 0i(1 � i � n, where ~E = ~En):Proposition 6 If �x ~X ~p ~E and �x ~X ~p ~E0 are syntactical correct then~E cnv ~E 0 ) �x ~X ~p ~E cnv �x ~X ~p ~E 0:17



The rest of this section is devoted to the most important properties ofthe substitution pre�x.Theorem 7 (syntactical equalities)(a) [b=b]B = B(b) b 62 F(B)) [M=b]B = BThe following properties assumes (F(M) [ F(N)) \ B(B) = ;.(c) [M=b][N=c]B = [[M=b]N=c][M=b]B, provided either(c1) c 6= b, c 62 F(M) or(c2) b 62 F(B)(d) [M/b][N/b]B = [[M/b]N/b]BProof Based on induction on the rank of B | the \syntactical depth" of B| using the classi�cation into cases as in de�nition 3. We omit the formalde�nition of rank (De�nition 8) as it is mainly of proof technical interest.In (c) and (d) the result of theorem 9 below is used. 2Notice that if (c2) holds then (c) by (b) reads [M=b][N=c]B = [[M=b]N=c]B.The following theorem characterize the free bindable elements of an ex-pression with substitution.Theorem 9 c 2 F([M=b]B) i� either c 6= b; c 2 F(B) orb 2 F(B); c 2 F(M)Proof Induction on the rank of B | using (a) and (b) of theorem 7. 2Intuitively theorem 9 says that c occurs free in [M=b]B i� either it alreadyoccured free in B before the substitution or it occurs free in M which issubstituted somewhere in B. Notice that we from theorem 9 getc 62 F(B) [ F(M)) c 62 F([M=b]B):This property is used often, also in later sections.The following theorem together with theorem 7 are probably some of themost important of the theory of substitution and conversion.Theorem 10 (conversion equalities)18



(a) B cnv C ) [M=b]B cnv [M=b]C(b) [M=b][N=c]B cnv [[M=b]N=c][M=b]B, provided either(b1) c 6= b; c 62 F(M) or(b2) b 62 F(B)(c) [M=b][N=b]B cnv [[M=b]N=b]BProof Essential induction on the de�nition of convertibility from de�nition5 (including the structure of C[ ] for the (subs)-case), and the rank of B andC. 2Intuitively two behaviour expressions are convertible if they have the samefree elements and the same structure, di�ering only in their bound labels andvariables. The following theorem states formally the �rst property. That theyhave the same structure is immediate from de�nition 5.Theorem 11 B cnv C ) F(B) = F(C)Proof Essential induction on the de�nition of convertibility. 2It is natural to expect a pendant to theorem 10 where the condition ofconvertibility concerns the arguments of the substitution instead and it turnsout that the following theorem is true.Theorem 12 M cnv N ) [M=b]B = [N=b]BProof Only nontrivial if b is a recursion variable and M , N recursion de�-nitions | proved by induction on the rank of B. 24 DerivationsAs in CCS we also de�ne a binary relation �! (an atomic action relation)over behaviour expressions, but it di�ers with respect to receiving a value orlabel. We let the relation qualify over all the values which could be receivedby writing for instance �?x�!. Intuitively B �?x�! B 0 means that B become[v=x]B 0 under �?v where v is any value x can assume, i.e. v is a valuecomparable to x. The other relations are �!v�! and �!. B �!v�! B 0 means thatB becomes B 0 under �!v�!, i.e. by sending v via �. For � (� 62 �) the relationcorresponds to an internal action. We will actually only de�ne B �! B 0 whereB is a certain kind of behaviour expression namely one who has the propertythat it is a program: 19



De�nition 13 A program is a behaviour expression closed with respect tofree variables. I.e. B is a program i� FV(B) = ; 2In CCS the atomic action relation is de�ned over programs. I.e. resultingbehaviour expression is also a program, such that the program property isinvariant under derivation. This is not the case with ECCS, but a similarproperty is obtained through the de�nition of strong and observational equiv-alence. When looking at the axioms and inference rules below de�ning theatomic action relation remember note iv) to de�nition 5 that we only write[M=b] when M and b are comparable. So for instance the inference rulesCom!(2) below are only de�ned when v and x are comparable. Similarlythe axiom Act!(2) is only de�ned for y and x comparable.De�nition 14Ina! nil has no atomic actionsAct! (1) �?x:B �?y�! [y=x]B(2) �!v:B �!v�! B(3) �:B �! BSum! L: B0 �! B 00B0 +B1 �! B 00 R: Symmetric for B1Com!(1)L: B0 �! B 00B0 jB1 �! B 00 jB1 R: Symmetric for B1(2)L: B0 �!v�! B 00; B1 �?x�! B 01B0 jB1 �! B 00 j [v=x]B 01 R: Symmetric with B1 sending(3)L: B0 �!x�! B 00; B1 �?x�! B 01; � 62 L(Bi)B0 jB1 �! [�=x](B 00 jB 01) n � R: Sym. exchanging ! and ?Res! (1) B �! B 0; � 62 L(�)B n � �! B 0 n � 20



(2) B �!��! B 0; � 6= �B n � �!x�! [x=�]B 0Rec! [�x ~X ~p ~E= ~X ][~v=~p]Ei �! B�xi ~X ~p ~E(~v) �! BCon! L: B0 �! B 00if true then B0 else B1 �! B 00 R: Symmetric for B1 2Before commenting the axioms and inferece rules it is worth to notice:Proposition 15 If B �! B 0 is a part of the inference which ensures C �! C 0then FV(C) = ; implies FV(B) = ;.Now for the notes on the action relation:i) By proposition 15 it is clear that if Act!(1) is the basis of an inferencewhich ensures an action of a program then FV(�?x:B) = ; and anarbitrary chosen y will therefore be just as good as x. Furthermore itwill not interfere with variables in another part of the program sincealso by proposition 15 any other part of the program which can forman action cannot have free variables. For instance if D = C j �?x:Bis a program and D �?x! C j B 0 then x cannot be free in C. Thereforeit is ensured in Com!(2) that v is substituted in the \right" place.Com!(1), Com!(2) corresponds to those of CCS.ii) The reason for letting (�?x:B; [y=x]B) be in the the relation �?y! is thatwe wish convertable programs to be behaviourly equivalent. This couldhave been obtained through a modi�cation of the de�nition of strongequivalence, but we have found it more convenient here.iii) Two inference rules are added to CCS: Com!(3) and Res!(2). Theymake it possible to extend the scope of a label. Res!(2) cancels thethe restriction and for the resons mentioned in i) it does not matterwhich variable is chosen (as long as it is a label variable of course). InCom!(3) the restriction is placed again and the label is thereby knownto ther recipient. The actual name of the label is chosen such that itdoes not interfer wither other names in the new scope by the condition� 62 L(Bi). Notice that the original name can be chosen if it does notappear in the enviroment outside the old and inside the new scope.21



iv) The de�nition depends heavily on the substitution pre�x and it's prop-erties as seen in Act!(2), Com!(2), Com!(3) and Res!(2). Most ofall it depends on the property that a label or variable which \passes"through a bound occurence by substitution changes the names of thebound occurence and \passes" on, thereby avoiding any conict.v) The inference rule for the relabelling operation in CCS is missing, butas argued in the section concerning the expressiveness of ECCS thesubstitution pre�x takes over it's role.The crux of the de�nition of the atomic action relation is probaly thata variable in some sence can pass via a label. But it has some direct conse-quences which later will prove useful, e.g.:Proposition 16 Assume B �! B 0 (B a program). Then(a) � 62 L(B) implies � 62 L(�) [ L(B 0)(b) � 2 L(�) implies � 2 L(B)(c) FV(B 0) � FV(�)In order to formulate the constraint of guardedly well-de�nedness of re-cursion de�nitions in a behaviour expression it is necessary to introduce someconcepts.Let B and F be two behaviour expressions. Then we de�neF occurs directly unguarded in B as follows:F occurs direcly unguarded in F .If F occurs direcly unguarded in C then it does also in B = C n �.If F occurs direcly unguarded in C or D then it does also in B = C+D,B = C jD and B = if f then C else D.Proposition 17 If F occurs direcly unguarded in in B and B is a programthen F is a program also.We say that �xi ~X ~p ~E is directly in �xj ~X 0~p0 ~E 0 i� for some ~eeither �xi ~X ~p ~E(~e) does itself occur directly unguarded in E 0jor Xi(~e) does occur directly unguarded in E 0j22



Now for the constraint. To shorten notation denote �xij ~X(j)~p(j) ~E(j) byF (j). Let F (1); : : : ; F (n) be the indexed recursion de�nitions in B. We thende�neB to be guardely well-de�ned i� there is no in�nite sequenceF (j1); F (j2); : : : ; F (jk); : : :such that for each k, F (jk+1) is directly in F (jk).The constraint is then that behaviour expressions shall be guardedly well-de�ned. By this it should be clear that if two behaviour expressions are inan atomic action relation then it has a �nite proof.The following theorem establish an important connection between sub-stitution, conversion and the action relations:Theorem 18(a) C �! C 0 ) [�=]C [�=]��! C 00 cnv [�=]C 0(b) The following diagram commutes in the sense that if B0 cnv B1 �! B 01then B 00 exists such that B0 �! B 00 cnv B 01 and vice versa:B0 cnv B1#� #�B00 cnv B 01(c) [�=]C �! D implies that there exists �0 and D0 such thatC �0! D0 and [�=]D0 cnv D; [�=]�0 = �:Notice that (a) and (c) in a way are each others reverses.Proof (a) and (b) are proved by a rather complicated induction proof withhypothesis:If C[ ] is a context and B0 cnv B1, then1) C[Bi] �! B 0i ! C[Bi�1] �! B 0i�1 cnv B 0i2) C[Bi] �! B 0i ! [�=]C[Bi] [�=]��! B 00i cnv [�=]B 0iand where the induction involves recursion depth of C[Bi], structure ofC[ ], and the length of the inferences which ensures \ �!" and \cnv". (a) and(b) then follows as a special case: C[ ] = [ ]. (c) is proved by induction on thelength of the inferences which ensures \ �!", and uses (a) and (b) 223



4.1 Pushdown StoreNow where we have presented atomic action relation we will study an exampleof a pushdown store presented in [Mil1].Let V be a value set, for instance integers, with �a;�b 2 V and variables�x; �y. Then let t 2 V � | the set of sequences over V . ? is the emptysequence.As pre�xing operation over V � is used ':'. The characteristics of�rst,rest: V � ! V � is �rst(�a : t) = �a, rest(�a : t) = t, �rst(?) = rest(?) = ?.We expect the pushdown store to be accessed through �, o where valuesare pushed in via � and popped out via o. Furthermore an empty pushdownstore deliver a $ 62 V when popped to indicate emptiness.If tx is a variable over V � a suggestion is:PD = �xXhtxih�?�x:X(�x : tx) +if tx 6= ? then o!�rst(tx):X(rest(tx)) else o!$:X(?)iClearly PD(t) shall satisfy:PD(?) � �?�y:PD(�y : ?) + o!$:PD(?) (1)PD(�a : t) � �?�y:PD(�y : �a : t) + o!�a:PD(t) (2)We want a simple implementation PD of PD which satisfy (1) and (2).The pushdown store will consist of some elementsE and a bottom B. Weextend �x to range over V [ f$g. Then these can be speci�ed by:B = �xXh(E($; �0) j �0?:X) n �0i; whereE = �xXh�x; xih�?�y:(X(�y; �) j �?:X(�x; x)) n � + o!�x:x !:nili(assuming �, o, �, � and �0 are mutually di�erent).The idea is that when the top element emits it's value by a pop operationit vanish after signalling to the element just below. The element receivingthe signal then knows that it is the top element. If the top element insteadreceives a value by a push operation it creates a new top element with thevalue and a link to the old top element for signalling. At �rst we look atan example of how 5 and 8 is pushed via �, 8 is popped via o, and how thecon�guration develops by that. A pop operation on an empty pushdownstore is studied too. For the � equalities we refer to the next section.B o!$! (�0!:nil j �0?:B) n �0 �! (nil jB) n �0 � B#�?050((E(5; � 01) j � 01?:E($; �0)) n � 01 j �0?:B) n �0, for a � 01 6= �0; �; o#�?080(((E(8; � 02) j� 02?:E(5; � 01))n� 02 j� 01?:E($; �0))n� 01 j�0?:B)n�0, for a � 02 6= � 01; �; o24



#o!8(((� 02!:nil j � 02?:E(5; � 01)) n � 02 j � 01?:E($; �0)) n � 01 j �0?:B) n �0#�(((nil jE(5; � 01)) n � 02 j � 01?:E($; �0)) n � 01 j �0?:B) n �0�((E(5; � 01) j � 01?:E($; �0)) n � 01 j �0?:B) n �0Now let us de�ne tn = (�an : : : : : �a1); �ai 2 V thereby tn 2 V �(t0is?) andde�nePD(tn) = (E(�an; �n)j�n?:E(�an�1; �n�1) j : : :j�2?:E(�a1; �1) j �1?:E($; �0) j �0?:B) n �n : : : n �0;where �i 6= �j for i 6= j and �i 62 f�; o; �g.And de�ne: PD(t0) = PD(?) = BTo write things short, denote (for n � 0):�n+1?:E(�an; �n) j �n?:E(�an�1; �n�1) j : : : j �2?:E(�a1; �1) j �1?:E($; �0);where �i 6= �j(i 6= j) and �i 62 f�; o; �g, by EE(�n+1 : tn). EE(�1; t0) willthereby denote �1?:E($; �0)Then PD(�an; tn�1) can be written:(E(�an; �n) jEE(tn; �n�1) j �0?:B) n �n : : : n �0We will prove that PD(t) satisfy (1) and (2) in the section about obser-vational equivalence.5 Strong EquivalenceThe notion of strong equivalence between programs will now be presentedalong the lines of the de�nition in the original version of CCS, i.e. in termsof a decreasing sequence of equivalence relations. In later versions anotherde�nition called strong bisimulation is used instead. One of the argumentsis that it admits an elegant proof technique. In spite of this we have found itdi�cult, to use strong bisimulation in this framework. The reason is that theproofs using strong bisimulation rely on the possibility to regard the resultof a derivation as being on the same form as the premise of the derivation.By Com!(3) and Res!(2) this is not always the case here.De�nition 19 (Strong equivalence between programs)25



B0 � B1 i� 8k � 0 : B0 �k B1, where B0 �k B1 is de�ned:B0 �0 B1 is always trueB0 �k+1 B1 i� for all �(i = 0; 1):i) Bi �! B 0i ) 9B 0i�1 : Bi�1 �! B 0i�1 andB0i �k B0i�1; if � = �!v8v : [v=x]B 0i �k [v=x]B 0i�1; if � = �!?x 2Notes:i) Each v must, in accordance with earlier notes, be comparable to x inthe case � = �!?x.ii) When B0 and B1 are programs it is ensured that only programs areconsidered in the future actions, since if Bj is a program (FV(Bj) =;) and � = �!?x then FV(B 0j) � fxg by proposition 16.c. By thesubstitution [v=x] a possible occurrence of x in B 0j vanish (becomes v).The second note gives occasion for:Proposition 20 In de�nition 19 above B 0j(j = 0; 1) is a program if � = �!vand otherwise [v=x]B 0j is a program for all v comparable to x.If one interpret [v=x]B 0 or B0 (according to �) as the result of a derivationit follows from proposition 20 that the program property is invariant underderivation. The atomic action relation together with de�nition 19 therebygives meaning to the programs.Below we state a collection of simple but important properties of strongequivalence.Theorem 21(a) � is a equivalence relation(b) B0 �k+1 B1 implies B0 �k B1(c) B0 � B1 implies B0 �k B1 for all k(d) B0 cnv B1 implies B0 � B1 26



Notes:i) If we take strongly equivalence among programs as an expression forequal behaviour then (d) states that the requirement of behaviourlyindependence of actual names of bound elements is met.ii) (d) has another important consequence, namely that all the results ofthe theory of conversion and substitution (section 3) can be lifted tostrong equivalence.Proof (a), (b) and (c) as in [Mil1]. (d) by induction on k in the de�nitionof � using theorem 18.b together with the convertibility properties. 2The following theorem is perhaps the hardest to accept. It says that� is a congruence with respect to substitution of labels, i.e. two stronglyequivalent programs will remain strongly equivalent if one changes the nameof a free occuring label. As long as the new name is chosen di�erent fromother free occuring labels this should be clear. But it is much more di�cultto convince oneself if the new name occurs in one of the programs, because itthen no longer is a relabelling in the sense of the original CCS. Later versionsof CCS, e.g. in [Mil3] has left out the constraint (function bijective) imposedon the �rst version of relabelling.Theorem 22 B0 � B1 implies [�=]B0 � [�=]B1Proof By induction on k in the de�nition of � using theorem 18. This andthe following proofs depends strongly on theorem 21.d and the convertibilityproperties. 2The next theorem states that � is a congruence relation.Theorem 23[v=x]B0 � [v=x]B1 for all v implies �?x:B0 � �?x:B1B0 � B1 implies �!v:B0 � �!v:B1 �:B0 � �:B1B0 + C � B1 + C C +B0 � C +B1B0 j C � B1 j C C jB0 � C jB1B0 n � � B1 n �Proof Same techniques as in [Mil1] | with some care in the order of proofsof individual properties. 227



If the ECCS shall be useful, the algebraic laws of CCS must be preserved.We therefore state and prove the following theorem which collect the alge-braic properties found in the original CCS. In the theorem g will stand for aguard, i.e. � , a!e or a!?x. It will turn out that the summation operator + iscommutative and associative. In the light of this it makes sense to de�ne asum of guards as �fBi; i 2 Igwhere I is a �nite index set. Each Bi is called a summand (s. for short).Theorem 24 (for programs)Sum� (1) B0 +B1 � B1 +B0 (2) B0 + (B1 +B2) � (B0 +B1) +B2(3) B + nil � nil (4) B +B � BCom�(1) B0 jB1 � B1 jB0 (2) B0 j (B1 jB2) � (B0 jB1) jB2(3) B j nil � B (4) IfB0; B1 are sums of guardsthen B0 jB1 �Pfg:(B 00 jB1); g:B 00 a summand of B0g+Pfg:(B0 jB 01); g:B 01 a summand of B1g+Pf�:(B 00 j [v=x]B 01);�!v:B 00 a s. of B0; �?x:B 01 a s. of B1g+Pf�:([v=x]B 00 jB 01);�?x:B 00 a s. of B0; �!v:B 01 a s. of B1gRes� (1) (g:B) n � � ( nil if g = �!vg:B n � if � 62 L(g)(2) B n� � B, provided � 62 L(B) (3) B n � n � � B n � n �(4) (B0+B1)n� � B0 n�+B1 n� (5) (B0 jB1) n � � B0 n � jB1 n �,provided � 62 L(B0) \ L(B1)Rec� �xi ~X ~p ~E(~v) � [�x ~X ~p ~E= ~X][~v=~p]EiCon� L: if true then B0 else B1 � B0 R: if false then B0 else B1 � B1Remarks:i) Remember that we are assuming the behaviour expressions to be pro-grams when writing equations with �. As a consequence the guards inCom�(4) and Res�(1) are on the form � , �!v or �!?x. Similar in Rec�the actual parameters must be labels or values.28



ii) Res�(1) gives no equivalences for the guard g = �!�; � 6= �.Proof Same techniques as in [Mil1]. Order of individual proofs important.2We now want to extend the de�nition of � to arbitrary comparable be-haviour expressions. The reason is that we want to lift the previous resultsto arbitrary subexpressions of a program in such a way that we for instancecan replace B j nil by B anywhere in a program.We say that two behaviour expressions E and E 0 are comparable i�for each recursion variable X in FV(E) \ FV(E 0), X occur withcomparable parameters in in E and E 0, i.e. if X(~e) occurs in Eand X(~e0) occurs in E 0 then ~e and ~e0 must be comparable.If this constraint is not met for E and E 0 on can in advance see that itmakes no sence to replace E by E 0 in �xX ~pE(~v).De�nition 25 Let ~X be the recursion varables of FV(E0) [ FV(E1) and ~xthe remaining variables. ThenE0 � E1 i� for all ~M; ~v : [ ~M= ~X][~v=~x]E0 � [ ~M= ~X][~v=~x]E1; (3)where FV( ~M) = ; and Mi = �xji ~X(i)~p(i) ~E(i) an indexed recursion de�ni-tion such that ~p(i) is comparable with ~e for a occurrence Xji(~e) in E0 or E1.2By the way ~M and ~v are chosen above we always obtain programs in (3).Up till now we have most used B for programs though it could denote abehaviour expression. The reason we have used E here is to emphasize thatthe de�nition now includes expressions as well. We state the generalization:Theorem 26(a) theorem 21, theorem 22 and theorem 23 holds for comparable behaviourexpressions when �?x, �!v is exchanged with a?x, a!e.(b) Similar theorem 24 holds with the guards �?x, �!v exchanged with a?x,a!e and actual parameters (in Rec�) may be ~e. Com�(4) shall beadjusted with the following condition: in the �rst (second) term on theright hand side of � no free variable in B1 (B0) is bound by g. Theother conditions of theorem 24 remains the same except g = �!v ofRes�(1) which becomes �!e, and true, false of Con� which may be f .29



Proof Essential as in [Mil1], but with some additional di�culties. E.g. E0 n� � E1 n � may look like E 00 n � � E 01 n  upon substitution of � for a freevariable in E0 and E1. 2By Res� it makes sense to write B nA if A is a �nite set of labels, so wecan state the expansion theorem as:Theorem 27 (The Expansion Theorem)Let A be a �nite set of labels and Bi a sum of guards, such that if a!�:B 0iis a summand of Bi then � 62 A. Then for B = (B1 j : : : jBn) nA we haveB � Pfg:(B1 j : : : jB 0i j : : : jBn) nA; g:B 0i a s. of Bi;L(g) \A = ;g+Pf�:(B1 j : : : j [e=x]B 0i j : : : jB 0j j : : : jBn) nA; a?x:B 0i a s. of Bi;a!e:B 0j a s. of Bj; i 6= jgprovided in the �rst term on the right hand side of � no free variable in Bk,k 6= i is bound by g.Remarks:i) The assumption that if a!�:B 0i is a summand of Bi then � 62 A is thereto avoid terms on the right hand side of the form: Pf(a!�:(B1 j : : : jB 0i j: : : jBn) nA� f�g) n �; g:B 0i a s. of Bi such that a 62 A, � 2 Ag.ii) Notice that if a is not a label and v 62 A then L(a!v)\A = L(a!?x)\A =;.Proof Essential as in [Mil1]. 2In the next section we introduce a wider equivalence relation over be-haviour expressions called observational equivalence (�). We will end thissection with a theorem which is as important for the connexion between �and � as theorem 18 of section 4 was for the connexion between cnv and �.Theorem 28 Strong equivalence \satis�es it's de�nition". I.e.B0 � B1 i� for all �(i = 0; 1): i) Bi �! B 0i ) 9B 0i�1 : Bi�1 �! B 0i�1 andB0i � B 0i�1; if � = �!v8v : [v=x]B 0i � [v=x]B 0i�1; if � = �!?xProof Essential as in [Mil1] and does also depend critically on the assump-tion of guardedly well-de�nedness, but there is a further di�culty whichderives from our notion of convertibility as inherited in e.g. Com!(3). Theproblem is overcomed by concerning equivalence classes under cnv. 230



6 Observational EquivalenceThe idea of introducing observational equivalence is to de�ne a relation for\equal behaviours" where two programs cannot be distinguished by theirability to perform � -actions. The � -actions thereby gets internal and unob-servable. The observable actions are then �!v and �!?x.A series of actions can according to de�nition 1 of section 5 be written as:B0 �1! �B1 �2! �B2 ! : : : : : : : : : �n! �Bnand for short B0 �1:�2:::::::::::�n��������! Bn;where each �Bi is Bi if �i = �!v and [vi=x]Bi for some vi if �i = �!?x.We abbreviateB �k! B 0 (k � 0) by B ") B 0B � i:�:�k���! B 0 (j; k � 0) by B �=) B 0and generallyB �k0 :�1:�k1 :::::::::::�n:�kn��������������! B 0 byB �1:::::::::::�n=======) B0 or if s = �1: : : : : : : : : : :�n : B s) B 0.Notice that the intermediate programs are on the form �Bi according to �i.De�nition 29 (Observational Equivalence (�) for programs)B0 � B1 i� for all k � 0 : B0 �k B1, where B0 �k B1 is de�ned byB0 �0 B1 is always trueB0 �k+1 B1 i� for all s:i) Bi s) B 0i ) Bi�1 s) B 0i�1 and B 0i �k B0i�1The vj's in the intermediate �Bij 's and �Bi�1j 's shall of course be the same.2We extend the de�nition of � to include arbitrary comparable behaviourexpressions as we did for �.One of the main di�erences between � and � is captured in the followingproposition:Proposition 30 B � �:B31



Proof As in [Mil1]. 2Another di�erence is that � is not a congruence relation.Proposition 31 � is a equivalence relation.Proof Easily seen from the de�nition of �. 2The strong equivalence relation is contained in observational equivalence:Theorem 32 B0 � B1 ) B0 � B1:Proof Similar to the one in [Mil1]. 2These results are enough to prove the desired property of the pushdownstore. We have not considered the properties of observational equivalenceany further.6.1 Pushdown Store (continued)We will now take up the pushdown store example from the section aboutderivation. We revive the de�nitions.B = �xXh(E($; �0) j �0?:X) n �0i; whereE = �xXh�x; xih�?�y:(X(�y; �) j �?:X(�x; x)) n � + o!�x:x !:nili(�, o, �, � and �0 are mutually di�erent)We de�ned tn = (�an : : : : : �a1), �ai 2 V whereby tn 2 V � (t0 is ?) andde�nedPD(tn) = (E(�an; �n)j�n?:E(�an�1; �n�1) j : : :j�2?:E(�a1; �1) j �1?:E($; �0) j �0?:B) n �n : : : n �0;where �i 6= �j for i 6= j and �i 62 f�; o; �g andPD(t0) = PD(?) = BFurthermore we denoted (for n � 0):�n+1?:E(�an; �n) j �n?:E(�an�1; �n�1) j : : : j �2?:E(�a1; �1) j �1?:E($; �0);32



where �i 6= �j(i 6= j) and �i 62 f�; o; �g, by EE(�n+1 : tn), and EE(�1; t0)denoted �1?:E($; �0), wherefore PD(�an : tn�1) could be written:(E(�an; �n) jEE(tn; �n�1) j �0?:B) n �n : : : n �0The property we wish to prove is:PD(?) � �?�y:PD(�y : ?) + o!$:PD(?) (4)PD(�a : t) � �?�y:PD(�y : �a : t) + o!�a:PD(t) (5)Proof In doing this we will use lemma 33 which is stated and proved at theend of this example. We look at PD(t) in the case t = tn; n � 2. The casesn = 1 and n = 0 follows similar.PD(�an : tn�1) = (E(�an; �n) jEE(�n; tn�1) j �0?:B) n �n : : : n �0� by Rec� and theorem 23.((�?�y:((E(�y; � 0n+1) j � 0n+1?:E(�an; �n)) n � 0n+1 + o!�an:�n!:nil) jEE(�n; tn�1) j �0?:B) n �n : : : n �0� by the Expansion theorem�?�y:((E(�y; � 0n+1)j(� 0n+1?:E(�an; �n))n� 0n+1jEE(�n; tn�1)j�0?:B)n�n : : :n�0+o!�an:(�n!:nil jEE(�n; tn�1) j �0?:B) n �n : : : n �0� by the lemma, the Expansion theorem and theorem 23.�?�y:(E(�y; �n+1) j �n+1?:E(�an; �n) jEE(�n; tn�1) j �0?:B) n �n+1 : : : n �0 +o!�an:�:(nil jE(�an�1; �n�1) jEE(�n�1; tn�2) j �0?:B) n �n : : : n �0� by Res�, Com�.�?�y:(E(�y; �n+1) jEE(�n+1; tn) j �0?:B) n �n+1 : : : n �0 +o!�an:�:(E(�an�1; �n�1) jEE(�n�1; tn�2) j �0?:B) n �n�1 : : : n �0=�?�y:PD(�y : �an : tn�1) + o!�an:�:PD(tn�1)We have now shown thatPD(?) � �?�y:�:PD(�y : ?) + o!$:�:PD(?)PD(�a : t) � �?�y:�:PD(�y : �a : t) + o!�a:�:PD(t)So if we can prove (6) and (7) below we are done, since �) � and � istransitive.�?�y:�:PD(�y : ?) + o!$:�:PD(?) � �?�y:PD(�y : ?) + o!$:PD(?) (6)�?�y:�:PD(�y : �a : t) + o!�a:�:PD(t) � �?�y:PD(�y : �a : t) + o!�a:PD(t) (7)We will do this by induction. So assume (6) and (7) holds for k. We shallthen prove that it holds for k + 1.Proof of (7): Let LHS (RHS) denote the left (right) hand side of (7).1) LHS s) L. We split out in three cases:33



s = " : Then L is LHS. But then also RHS ") RHS �k LHS by induction.So LHS �k+1 RHS.s = �?0�b0:s0 : and LHS �?�b! �:PD(�b : �a : t) s0) L. But �:PD(�b : �a : t) s0) L byeither s0 = " and L is �:PD(�b : �a : t) or �:PD(�b : �a : t) �! PD(�b : �a :t) s0) L. In both cases we have RHS �?0�b0! �:PD(�b : �a : t). In case s0 = "we have s = �?0�b0 and then RHS s) PD(�b : �a : t) �k �:PD(�b : �a : t) byproposition 29. In the latter case we have RHS �?0�b0! PD(�b : �a : t) s0) Lor equivalently RHS s) L.s = o!�a:s0 : and LHS o!�a! �:PD(t) s0) L. Similar as above we �nd RHS �?0�b0!PD(t) �k �:PD(t) or RHS s) L.2) RHS s) R. Cases:s = " : Then R is RHS. But LHS ") LHS �k LHS by induction.s = �?0�b0:s0 : RHS �?0�b0! PD(�b : �a : t) s0) R. Clearly LHS �?0�b0) PD(�b : �a : t) s0)R:I:e:LHS s0) R.s = o!�a:s0 : RHS o!�a! PD(t) s0) R. Then LHS o!�a) PD(t) s0) R so LHS s0) R.(6) is proved in a similar way as (7). 2Lemma 33 Given (B n �0 j C) nA then there exist an � such that(B n �0 j C) nA � ([�=�0]B j C) nA [ f�gProof If �0 62 L(C) then Res�(5) and Res�(2) gives the result with � = �0using theorem 7.a. In general take an � such that �0 6= � and � 62 L(B) [L(C). Then we have by (�3): [�=�0]Bn� cnv Bn�0 so from theorem 21.d andthe congruence of � we then conclude (B n�0 jC)nA � ([�=�0]B n� jC)nA.Since � 62 L(C) the rest then follows as in the special case. 27 ExpressivenessThe aim of this section is top get an idea of the expressive power of ECCS.We have already seen how some problems have a natural solution using thecapabilities special to ECCS. At �rst it is compared to the original CCS.Thereafter two more examples are studied: translation and Eratosthenessieve.When compared to CCS there is as already mentioned earlier a obviouslack of one operator: the post�xed relabelling operator [S] where S is a bi-jective function over labels. This operator is a part of the syntax of CCS.34



Though the idea is to replace each label � by S(�) ([Mil1, p.23]) no replace-ment is actually done. The relabelling becomes \active" through a specialinference rule for the relabelling operator. With our generalized substitutionpre�x (which is not a part of the syntax) we are able to change labels directly.We have therefore omitted the operator and the corresponding inference rule.As an example of how the same e�ect can be obtained we look at the chainingcombinator. In our framework one would write it as([�=�]B0 j [�=�]B1) n �; � 62 L(Bi)To emphasize that our substitution pre�x is not a part of the syntax it shouldbe mentioned that [�=�]B0 denotes a new behaviour expression B 00 where �is replaced by � in accordance to de�nition 3 of section 3.7.1 TranslationIn chapter 9 of [Mil1] a phrase-by-phrase translation of a language P intoCCS is presented. In the following we will show how we by our extensionof CCS can overcome the problem of translating a procedure such that itadmits several concurrent activations. Furthermore it is shown how anotherparameter mechanism as call by reference can be translated. Though weassume the reader to be familiar with the notation and concepts introducedin that chapter, we revive some of the de�nitions relevant for our examples.The values of variables from the programming language is kept in regis-ters: LOC = �?x:REG(x), withREG(y) = �xXhyih�?x:X(x) + !y:X(y)iLOCZ is the register special devoted to Z by de�ning:LOCZ = [�Z=�][Z=] LOCA value for Z is stored via �Z and read via Z. The scope of a variable islimited by restricting with LZ = f�Z ; ZgTranslations of an expression E ([[E]]) are made such that they deliverthe result via %. B0 resultB1 denotes (B0 jB1) n %35



A translated program [[C]] signals it's completion via � whereafter it\dies". It is therefore convenient to de�nedone = �!:niland B0 beforeB1 = ([�=�]B0 j �?:B1) n �for a � 62 L(B0) [ L(B1).A procedure in ECCS is then translated as[[PROCG(VALUEX;RESULT Y ) is CG]] =�xXGh(�G!�:(XG j (LOCX j LOCY j �?x:�X !x:[[CG]])before Y ?y:�!y:nil)) n LX n LY )) n �iand the call[[CALLG(E;Z)]] = [[E]] result (%?x:�G?y :y !x:y?z:�Z!z:done)Notes:i) As opposed to [Mil1] no special local version of G is needed for it tocall itself recursively, because it restores itself even before it receivesit's argument and since �G from the restored G is accessible from inside[[CG]].ii) What happens in �G!�:| is that the procedure by it's activation re-turns a communication link which is private to the caller and thatparticular activation. The privacy is ensured by Com!(3) and thefact that no communication of that label is done later by neither thecaller nor the corresponding activation of G.We will now look at how the parameter mechanismcall by reference can betranslated. Assume the procedure declaration looks like PROCG(REFZ) isCG = PG. Then the translation could be:[[PG]] = �xXGh(�G!�:(XG j (�?z�:�?z:[z�=�Z ][z=Z ][[CG]])before�!:nil)) n �iand the call[[CALLG(Y )]] = �G?y :y !�Y :y !Y :y?:done36



Notes:i) The idea is to connect the labels through which Y is accessed in thecalling context to all the free occurrences of �Z and Z in CG at \run-time". This is done by communicating �Z and Z from the callingcontext via the private � to the activated procedure and substitute itfor the variables z� and z which corresponds to the places where theformal parameter Z is accessed.ii) The substitution [z�=�Z][z=Z ][[CG]] is OK even if there is a local dec-laration of Z in CG. The local declaration of Z will occur on theform (: : : B : : :) n �Z n Z in CG, so �Z , Z 62 L((: : : B : : :) n �Z n Z)and by theorem 7.a we have [z�=�Z][z=Z ]((: : :B : : :) n �Z n Z) =(: : :B : : :) n �Z n ZSo the local Z cannot access the outer formal parameter Z as we expect.iii) Confusion with names in the calling context is avoided automaticallythrough Com!(3) and Res!(2). If for instance �Y \on it's way" fromthe calling context passes through it's own scope (the restriction of LY )it becomes a variable (Res!(2)) and when it \arrives" at the destina-tion a new label name is chosen (according to Com!(3)) di�erent fromall other in the new extended scope.We have also made translations for call by name, but have not found itpossible to do it phrase-by-phrase.7.2 Producing PrimesWe will now describe a program which emits the primes in increasing ordervia the label �. We are going to use the algorithm known as Eratosthenessieve. The program consists of two subprograms: INTEGERS and SIEVE.INTEGERS (abbreviated as I in the program) produce in increasing orderall the integers from 2. SIEVE (S) sorts out the prime from the integerscoming from INTEGERS. In SIEVE the subprogram FILTER (F) is used to�lter out all multipla of a certain integer. Let p; y be variables over integers,and i ; o variables over the set of labels. Then the program can be describedas (I(2) j S()) n , whereI = �xXhyih!y:X(y + 1)i 37



"!# I(y)r 

�and S = �xXhi ihi?p:�!p:(F(p; i ; �) jX(�)) n �i"!# Sri r �

�whereF = �xXhp; i ; oihi?y:if y mod p 6= 0 then o!y:X(p; i ; o)else X(p; i ; o)i"!# F(p)ri r o

�A typical situation is"!# I(y)r

� "!# F(p1)r r

� "!# F(p2)r r

� "!# F(pn)r r

� "!# Sr r �

�where Pi is the i'th prime, e.g. p1 = 2, p3 = 5 etc. Each F(pi) gets anascending stream of integers from it's predecessor and passes them on toit's successor, suppressing all multiples of pi. What happens when SIEVEreceives it's �rst integer can be demonstrated by the following derivation:"!# Sr� r �

� �?0pi0���!"!# Sr� r �

� �!pi��!"!# F(p)r� r

� "!# Sr r �

�It is seen that the con�guration contains as many FILTERs as primes foundand each time a prime is found a new FILTER is created whereby the con�g-uration enlarges. Notice furthermore that all FILTERs \works" concurrentlyin the sense mentioned in [Mil1, p.26].38



8 ConclusionECCS as presented here is one attempt at a smooth extension of CCS satis-fying the goals outlined in the introduction. In the process of de�ning ECCSwe have considered a great number of alternatives | slowly converging toECCS in it's present form. We feel, and we hope the reader feels the same,that ECCS is reasonably in line with the elegancy of Milners CCS | at leastthis has been one of our main guidelines in the process. We also fell thereare some sound ideas underlying the calculus of ECCS, but we certainly donot claim that ECCS is the end product. There are still aspects with whichwe feel uneasy, and let us just mention a few.One has to do with the fact that in ECCS, as presented here, only onevalue may be communicated at a time. As long as we are only concernedwith normal data-values, it is obvious how to extend the calculus to allowtuples of values (as in CCS). But for label values the situation is not quite soobvious. At least, it requires some thought how to formulate \multi-change ofscope in connection with single communication". We have chosen to presentECCS without going into these problems. Also, we have deliberately chosennot to consider the problems involved in generalizing CCS to allow passingof processes.Another slightly unpleasing thing about ECCS is the fact that labels aresomehow considered both as variables (bound by restriction) and values (tobe substituted for label variables bound by input commands). Furthermore,ECCS obviously needs to be tried out on more challenging examples thanthe small toy problems we have considered in this paper.Despite considerations like the above, which indicate that ECCS is maybenot yet \quite right", we are con�dent that ECCS represents a step on theright track in the process of solving the problems we set out to solve.References[AsZ] E. Astesiano, E.Zucca, \Parametric Channels via Label Expressionsin CCS", Internal report, Universita di Genova, January 1984[BAR] H. P. Barendregt, \The Lambda Calculus", Studies in logic and Foun-dations of Mathematics, Vol 103, North Holland,1984[CFC] H. B. Curry, R. Feys, W. Craig, \Combinatory Logic", Vol 1, Studiesin logic and Foundations of Mathematics, North Holland,1958[Dog] T. W. Doeppner, A. Glacalone, \A Formal Description of the UNIXOperating system" 39
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